
 ú Acoustically Centered Time Alignment Architecture 
maximizes phase coherence and renders pinpoint accuracy 
and convincing soundstage.

 ú 1” Diamond Coated Tweeter with Organic Cell Lattice 
Diffuser for airy, unveiled highs and pristine clarity.

 ú Force Balanced Opposed Woofer Array energizes a room 
with deep, potent, detailed bass and stunning presence.

 ú FEA Optimized Glass Fiber Composite Drivers convey 
smooth, balanced full-range sound with unrivaled dynamic 
range and musicality.

Breakthroughs in driver technology, acoustic engineering, and cabinet 
architecture fused with an obsessive pursuit of audio excellence. 
World-class sound is now possible for more people than ever.

Ultra Evolution
The Culmination of Sonic Obsession.



Ultra Evolution Pinnacle
Reference flagship SVS tower speaker is a technology tour-
de-force that stands toe-to-toe with the finest loudspeakers 
in the world. 

Ultra Evolution Tower
Three-way tower speaker with sophisticated driver array 
sets the standard for sonic excellence for audiophiles and 
home theater fans.

Ultra Evolution Titan
Unprecedented acoustic innovation places this 
floorstanding speaker at the top of its class with pristine 
clarity, stunning dynamics, and deep, forceful bass.  

Ultra Evolution Bookshelf 
Reference flagship bookshelf speaker renders 
effortless full-range sound and expansive 
soundstage with pitch-perfect accuracy.

Ultra Evolution Nano
Stunningly detailed and refined sound with 
impressive bass from a compact bookshelf 
speaker that punches way above its class.  

Ultra Evolution Center
Reference flagship three-way center 
speaker delivers pristine clarity and 
powerful dynamics with astonishingly 
large sweet spot.   

Ultra Elevation
Reference speaker for Dolby Atmos and 
surround sound delivers unrivaled audio 
immersion with versatile mounting and 
placement options.

“More detailed and more ‘hi-fi’ 
than anything we’ve heard.” 

CNET

“Dynamics of a theater system, neutrality and 
ambience of an audiophile system.” 

Sound & Vision

“The speaker system to beat this 
year and for years to come.” 

Digital Trends

“Flawless performance, striking design, and 
exceptional build quality at a remarkable price.” 

Home Theater Forum

SVSound.com
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